
Queen’s death ignites 
debate over Africa’s 
colonial past
LAGOS: From Kenya and Nigeria to South Africa
and Uganda, Queen Elizabeth’s death met with an
outpouring of official condolences, mourning and
memories of her frequent visits to Africa during her
seven decades on the throne.

But the British monarch’s passing also revived a
sensitive debate over Africa’s colonial past. Her
death came at a time when European countries are
under pressure to reckon with their colonial histo-
ries, atoning for past crimes and returning stolen
African artefacts held for years in museums from
London and Paris.

Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari and
Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta were among
those expressing condolences for the loss of an
“icon.” But many Africans reflected more on the
tragedies from colonial times, including events that
occurred in the first decade of her rule.

Kenya gained independence from Britain in 1963,
after an eight-year-long rebellion that left at least
10,000 people dead. Britain agreed in 2013 to com-
pensate over 5,000 Kenyans who had suffered
abuse during the Mau Mau revolt, in a deal worth
nearly 20 million pounds ($23 million).

“The Queen leaves a mixed legacy of the brutal
suppression of Kenyans in their own country and

mutually beneficial relations,” The Daily Nation,
Kenya’s biggest newspaper, wrote in a weekend
editorial. Elizabeth was visiting Kenya in 1952 when
her father died and she became queen. “What fol-
lowed was a bloody chapter in Kenya’s history, with
atrocities committed against a people whose only
sin was to demand independence.” “While the ties
with Britain have been useful, it is difficult to forget
those atrocities.”

As part of recent restorations for the past,

Nigeria and neighbouring Benin have seen the
return from Britain and France of the first of thou-
sands of artefacts plundered during colonial times.

Nigeria’s so-called Benin Bronzes — 16th to 18th
century metal plaques and sculptures-were looted
from the palace of the ancient Benin Kingdom and
ended up in museums across the US and Europe.
Nigeria’s Buhari said the country’s history “will nev-
er be complete without a chapter on Queen
Elizabeth II”. — AFP

KRAMATORSK, Ukraine: Ukraine forces said
Monday their lightning counter-offensive took back
more ground in the past 24 hours, as Russia replied
with strikes on some of the recaptured ground. The
territorial shifts were one of Russia’s biggest rever-
sals since its forces were turned back from Kyiv in
the earliest days of the nearly seven months of
fighting, yet Moscow signalled it was no closer to
agreeing a negotiated peace.

“Ukraine has turned the tide in its favour, but the
current counter-offensive will not end the war,” US
think tank Institute for the Study of War tweeted.
Moscow announced air, rocket and artillery attacks
on reclaimed areas in the Kharkiv region on
Monday, a day after Kyiv said Russian strikes on
electricity infrastructure caused power failures.

The retaliatory fire came as Ukraine said forces
had recaptured more than 20 additional settlements,
claiming “Russian troops are hastily abandoning
their positions and fleeing”. Kyiv had already
announced the recapture of the strategic city of
Izyum in the country’s east, one of a series of victo-
ries claimed against Russia’s army.

Ukraine said on Monday its forces recaptured
500 square kilometres (193 square miles) in the
southern Kherson region which were in addition to
the huge gains in the east over the weekend.
Moscow conceded having lost territory, which

experts saw as a serious blow to its war ambitions,
but Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov saw no
prospects for negotiations.

“The special military operation continues and will
continue until the objectives that were originally set
are achieved,” he added, using Russia’s terminology

for the internationally condemned war. Eastern parts
of Ukraine were hit with widespread electricity
blackouts on Sunday evening, which President
Volodymyr Zelensky said deliberately hit civilian
infrastructure. He blamed “Russian terrorists”.

“A total blackout in the Kharkiv and Donetsk
regions, a partial one in the Zaporizhzhia,
Dnipropetrovsk and Sumy regions,” Zelensky said
in a statement on social media. “No military facili-
ties,” he added. “The goal is to deprive people of
light and heat.”

‘Weapon, weapons, weapons’ 
Local Ukrainian authorities pointed to Russian

strikes on their power infrastructure, but some dis-
tricts reported later that power had been restored.
In Kharkiv region, a Russian strike on a power sta-
tion killed one employee, Governor Oleg
Synegubov said. He added that power had been
partially brought back.

Ukraine’s foreign ministry spokesman Oleg
Nikolenko said the Russian attacks were an “act of
desperation following Russia’s immense losses and

retreat in eastern Ukraine”. The Russian strikes hit
15 locations on Sunday, from Kramatorsk in the east
to Mykolaiv in the south and Dnipro in between,
Ukraine’s military said.

The blackouts hit regions with an estimated
combined population of nine million people-includ-
ing territory controlled by Russia. The Russian
attacks also disrupted railway services. Ukraine’s
national train service announced delays throughout
the east including the country’s second-largest city,
Kharkiv.

Ukraine had already lost all power from the
Russian-controlled Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant. The
country’s nuclear energy agency said the final reac-
tor at the plant, Europe’s largest nuclear power sta-
tion, had been shut off as a safety measure.

The speed of Ukraine’s fightback has apparently
caught Russia’s military off-guard, bringing swathes
of territory Moscow had controlled for months back
into Kyiv’s fold. Images posted by the Ukrainian mil-
itary showed crates of munitions and military hard-
ware scattered across territory abandoned by
Russian forces. — AFP
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IZYUM, Ukraine: A Ukranian soldier standing atop an abandoned Russian tank near a village on the outskirts of Izyum, Kharkiv Region, eastern Ukraine, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Ukraine forces said that their lightning counter-
offensive took back more ground in the past 24 hours, as Russia replied with strikes on some of the recaptured ground. —AFP

Russia strikes back but current counter-offensive will not end the war

Ukraine recaptures more ground 

“Russian troops 
abandoning 

their positions”

ACCRA: File photo shows Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II (C) shakes hands with an unidentified Ghanian tribal
chief introduced by Ghanian President Jerry Rawlings (standing at right of queen) in Accra on the second
day of the monarch’s two-day state visit to Ghana. —AFP

HIV, TB, malaria
fight saves 50m
lives over 20 yrs
GENEVA: The fight against HIV, tuberculosis
and malaria has saved 50 million lives over the
past 20 years, the Global Fund said Monday,
appealing for $18 billion to save millions more.
“We have made tremendous progress,” the
global partnership created in 2002 to battle the
three deadly diseases said in its annual report,
with their death rates halved since then. “But
our fight is not over,” it cautioned, pointing to a
range of colliding crises, including climate
change, conflicts and the COVID-19 pandemic,
that “threaten to knock us backward”.

The Global Fund will next week hold a
replenishment conference in New York, where
it aims to raise at least $18 billion in funds to
cover its programs from 2024 through 2026.
The fund, which brings together governments,
multi-lateral agencies, bilateral partners, civil
society groups, people affected by the diseases
and the private sector, estimates that financing
would help cut HIV, TB and malaria deaths by
nearly two-thirds and save 20 million lives.

Last year, the Global Fund warned that the
pandemic in particular was having a “devastat-
ing” impact on efforts to root out HIV, tubercu-
losis and malaria, leading to declining results
across the board for the first time in the fund’s
history. But it said Monday that the massive
resources it had pumped to  counter the down-
turn had paid off and “recovery is underway”.
Since March 2020, the Global Fund said it had
invested more than $4.4 billion to fight the pan-
demic and mitigate its impact on its programs.

Fund chief Peter Sands stressed that
“although most countries that fight HIV, TB and
malaria have started to recover from the rav-
ages of COVID-19, we need to accelerate our
efforts if we are to fully recover lost ground
and get back on track towards ending these
diseases by 2030.” He insisted that the 50 mil-
lion lives saved over two decades was “proof
that global commitment and community leader-
ship can force the world’s deadliest infectious
diseases into retreat”. The Global Fund, which
provides nearly a third of all international
financing to battle HIV, said that the number of
people who received life-saving antiretroviral
therapy last year rose to 23.3 million, up from
21.9 percent a year earlier. — AFP 

Sweden’s far right
makes strong gains 
STOCKHOLM, Sweden: Sweden on Monday
began a days-long wait for the final results of its
too-close-to-call general election, with an unprece-
dented right-wing and far-right bloc in position to
wrest power from Prime Minister Magdalena
Andersson’s Social Democrats.

The Scandinavian country has seen mounting
political instability in recent years as the gradual rise
of the far-right has upset the traditional balance of
power in parliament. Sweden again found itself in a
delicate parliamentary situation after Sunday’s leg-
islative election, with the right-wing seen holding a
razor-thin lead over Andersson’s outgoing left bloc.

“The close result in parliament suggests Sweden
is heading for yet another messy mandate”, news-
paper of reference Dagens Nyheter wrote on
Monday. With the vote deemed too close to call,

election authorities said a final result would only be
ready on Wednesday, when the last ballots from
abroad and from advance voting had been counted.

Editorialist Anders Lindberg of daily Aftonbladet
said it appeared “impossible for the left to win
because the votes from abroad are... usually in favour
of the right”. With 95 percent of votes counted on
Monday, the right-wing led by conservative
Moderates leader Ulf Kristersson was credited with
an absolute majority of 175 of 349 seats in parliament.

Andersson’s left bloc trailed with 174. If con-
firmed, the Social Democrats would be out after
eight years in power. Kristersson, who vowed dur-
ing the campaign to crack down on law and order
amid soaring crime rates, said late Sunday he was
“ready to build a new and strong government” if
the results were confirmed. The election’s big win-
ner was, however, the anti-immigration, nationalist
Sweden Democrats party, led by Jimmie Akesson.
It was credited with 20.7 percent of votes, making
it the biggest party on the right and the second
biggest in the country behind the Social
Democrats. —AFP

STOCKHOLM: Ebba Busch, leader of Sweden’s Christian
Democrats, reacts during an election party in
Stockholm, Sweden, late Sunday evening, September
11, 2022, following general elections. —AFP


